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This is an abridged version of the GardaWorld Weekly Libya .Xplored report.  To subscribe to our full 
report or to request a quote for security services in Libya please contact Nigel Lea, Regional Director, 
Libya. 
 
 

Disclaimer: The information and opinions expressed in this Report are the views of GardaWorld and constitute a judgment as at the date of 

the Report and are subject to change without notice. The information and opinions expressed in this Report have been formed in good faith 

on the basis of the best information and intelligence available at the time of writing, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is 

made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. GardaWorld accepts no liability arising out of or in connection with the comments 

made or the information set out in this Report and the reader is advised that any decision taken to act or not to act in reliance on this Report 

is taken solely at the reader’s own risk. In particular, the comments in this Report should not be construed as advice, legal or otherwise. 
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ACTIVITY MAP 
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OUTLOOK 

Short term outlook 
 
 An anti-government protest, to be held in Tripoli on September 25, is gaining momentum through social 

media and the press.  The event might well fail to garner the interest that its organizers purport.  However, 
under the right circumstances the event has the potential to lead to civil unrest and armed clashes.  It is 
therefore recommended that non-essential movement through central Tripoli on September 25 is carefully 
reviewed before September 25.  GardaWorld will continue to monitor throughout and post updates where 
appropriate. 

 Tensions have increased in southern Tripoli with reports of Pro-GNC reinforcements arriving from Misrata 
and militia movements near Tripoli International Airport.  Any clashes are likely to remain in southern parts of 
the city.  September 25 could prove to be a flashpoint. 

 Further clashes are possible in Sabratah in the coming days.   

 An increase in IS activity has prompted both the LNA and BAM to reinforce positions east of Sirte.  An 
increase in troop levels from BAM and the LNA once again increases the risk of confrontation between the 
two with the LNA still perceived as being a threat to BAM.  There is an increased threat towards the LNA 
held oil installations along the crescent.   

Medium to long term outlook  
 
 The unveiling of a UN sponsored action plan, aimed at resolving the crisis in Libya, is expected to see long 

term changes in the political and security landscape in the country.  Efforts will be made to return all 
stakeholders to the discussions and push forward a national political constitution.  Presidential and 
Parliamentary elections will be prepared for late-2018. 

 GNA President Serraj and LNA Commander Khalifa Haftar, remain central to international stakeholders’ 
attempts to unify east and west.  However, alternative solutions are being pursued by other entities with 
opposing factions.  As factions move closer to a possible deal, tensions are likely to increase inside Libya, 
and there is potential for some level of fragmentation of their support bases.  As a result, new alliances may 
be formed as progress leaves some with reducing levels of influence. 

 There are indications that IS is beginning to regroup in Libya.  Some reports suggest fighters from Iraq and 
Syria are heading to North Africa.  The group is reported to be present in some areas south of Sirte, Bani 
Waled, and Sabratah.   

 

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Governance 
 At the UN General Assembly meeting, in New York, on September 20, the Secretary General and the 

Special Envoy to Libya unveiled their plans for a solution to the Libyan crisis.  The plan marks a crossroads 
for Libya and has the potential to kick start the ailing political process. 

 The Emir of Qatar has announced his support for the GNA at the UN General Assembly on September 19. 

 Haftar’s subsequent plan to visit to Rome was postponed until September 26. 

 The Egyptian Committee on Libya has announced that it will assist Libya in the reorganization of unified 
Libyan armed forces.  It is unlikely that this has been agreed through the GNA government at this time. 

Security 
 Heavy clashes in Sabratah have led to several deaths and at least 40 injuries this week.  The fighting has 

threatened to draw in militias from Zawiyah, Zuwara and the LNA Western Operations Room. 

 Minor clashes occurred in Wadi al-Rabie between Habbas and Al-Mayda militias. 

 A VBIED detonated in Benghazi on September 15, targeting the passport authority headquarters.  Six 
people were wounded. 

 The LNA has amalgamated three Infantry Bns and other smaller formations in Southern Libya under the 
command of Brigadier Ben Nayel. 
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 Tripoli Revolutionaries’ Brigade (TRB) and Basit Igtet has exchanged warnings throughout the week on the 
subject of a protest, to be held in Martyrs’ Square in Tripoli on September 25.  Despite a softer stance from 
the TRB towards the end of the week, the protest could lead to violence. 

 Pro-GNC troops have been arriving in Tarhunah and Southern Tripoli, raising concerns of clashes in the 
coming days. 

 The MSCD has reported that they have discovered evidence that nine international staff, kidnapped in March 
2015 by IS in Libya, were killed. 

Travel 
 Buraq Air has resumed flights between Benghazi and Tripoli.  Three flights per day will be travelling in both 

directions. 

 A Libyan Airlines plane has made an emergency landing in Benghazi, whilst travelling from Tripoli to Tobruk, 
after a window in the cockpit of the plane broke. 

Oil and gas 
 An armed group entered the Zawiyah Refinery and closed a pipeline pumping fuel towards the Western 

Mountains and Tripoli.  The group conducted the action in support of Anas Dabbashi fighters in Sabratah. 

Migration 
 Attempts to cross the Mediterranean Sea have increase substantially during the past ten days.  5,000 

migrants intercepted last week makes this one the busiest weeks since mid-July.  Over 100 migrants are 
also thought to have drowned after a boat capsized at sea this week.  

 

KEY DATES 
 

Date Occasion Comment 

25 September 2017 
Anti-government protest in Martyrs’ 

Square, Tripoli 
Organized by Basit Igtet. 

26 September 
Meeting for HCS and HoR dialogue 

committee in Tunis. 
 

26 September 
Field Marshal Khalifa Haftar to visit 

Rome 

Meetings are expected with the Italian 

Minister of Interior 

07 – 08 October 2017 Oil sector conference in Tunis  

23 October 2017 Liberation Day National holiday 

24 December 2017 Independence Day National Holiday 

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

Tripolitania High-Extreme High High High High 

Cyrenaica Moderate High-Extreme Moderate High High 

Fezzan High Moderate High High High 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 
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LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 

Governance 
 
UN General Assembly 
A High Level Event on Libya was held in the sidelines of the UN General Assembly this week, signaling an 
evolution in the UN’s approach to the Libyan crisis, likely to be seen as a key juncture in Libyan political 
development.  At the meeting the new UN action plan was unveiled with the ambitious objective of reaching a 
workable solution by this time next year, and presidential and parliamentary elections to follow. 

Security 
 
Tension in Tripoli 
Threat levels are currently elevated in Tripoli at present and the coming week has the potential for increased 
violence.  Significant levels of pro-GNC militia reinforcements have been reported arriving in Tarhunah and 
southern Tripoli during recent days and there are concerns that an attack on Tripoli may be imminent.  An anti-
government demonstration, to be held in Tripoli on September 25, could be a catalyst for violence. 
 
Clashes in Sabratah 
During the week heavy clashes have occurred in Sabratah leading to at least ten deaths and over 40 injuries at 
time of writing.  The fighting is beginning to draw in forces from other areas and has the potential to spread 
through north western Libya.  Ceasefires and truces, organized by local elders, municipal council and the Red 
Crescent have been repeatedly ignored.  Members of both groups have vowed to continue the fight until the 
opposing side has been decimated.  A successful ceasefire in the coming days remains a distinct possibility but 
stability remains an unlikely prospect in the coming weeks. 
 

 
North west region of Libya 

WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

Tripolitania  
 
Significant activity 
 Armed Clashes - Sep 14, Al-Jabal Al-Gharbi Province, Ash Shwayrif:  Competing fuel smugglers clashed; 

four people were killed. 

 Arrest - Sep 15, Az Zawiyah Province, Zawiyah:  A freight ship, flying a Panama flag, was seized near the 
Zawiyah Oil Refinery, accused of smuggling a shipment of gravel. 

 Kidnap - Sep 15, evening, Sirte Province, Harawah:  IS fighters set up a CP near Harawah.  Three civilians 
were stopped and abducted.  The CP was then closed down and the group escaped. 
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 Shooting - Sep 16, Misrata Province, Tawergha:  Misratan militia fired shots at four Tawerghan families 
attempting to return to their homes.  No casualties were reported. 

 Armed Clashes - Sep 17, early morning, Az Zawiyah Province, Sabratah:  Heavy clashes erupted in 
Sabratah after a an incident at a CP.  At least three people were killed and at least several more injured. 

 Civil Unrest - Sep 17, Tripoli Province, Tripoli:  A shortage of cooking gas in Tripoli is leading to public anger 
towards the government. 

 CP/ Road Block - Sep 17, Nuqat Al-Khams Province, Ras Ajdir:  The Ras Ajdir border crossing point closed. 
Conflicting reports state that the closure was due to heavy fighting in Sabratah or protests in Ben Gardane.  

 Armed Clashes - Sep 18, Az Zawiyah Province, Sabratah:  Armed clashes continued in Sabratah. 

 Blockade - Sep 18, Az Zawiyah Province, Zawiyah:  An armed group from Zawiyah forced their way into the 
Zawiyah Refinery and closed down the pipeline.  No casualties were reported. 

 Armed Clashes - Sep 19, Az Zawiyah Province, Sabratah:  Fighting continued in the eastern areas of 
Sabratah city. 

 Demonstration - Sep 19, early evening, Misrata Province, Misrata:  Approx. 50 people protested in Misrata in 
support of Basit Igtet.   

 Accident - Sep 20, Offshore, Sabratah area:  Over 100 migrants are missing after their boat sank off the 
coast of Sabratah.  Most are likely to have drowned in the accident. 

 Armed Clashes - Sep 20, Az Zawiyah Province, Sabratah:  Clashes between the Anas Dabbashi and anti-IS 
Operations Room continued throughout the day and into the evening.  Use of heavy weaponry and artillery 
strikes were reported.  Estimates suggest that six people have been killed and 40 injured throughout the 
duration of the fighting. 

 Armed Clashes - Sep 21 14:45, Az Zawiyah Province, Sabratah:  Despite a lull in fighting throughout the 
morning, a ceasefire was again broken and clashes began to escalate. 

Cyrenaica 
 
Significant activity 
 VBIED - Sep 15, afternoon, Benghazi Province, Benghazi:  A remotely initiated VBIED detonated outside the 

Passport Authority HQ in the Bu Dzira area.  Six people were injured in the attack and several vehicles 
damaged. 

 Shooting - Sep 15, evening, Benghazi Province, Benghazi:  One person was shot and injured in the Sidi 
Hussain area, while a second was shot and injured in the Al Zwawa area. 

 Mine Strike - Sep 16, Benghazi Province, Sabri:  A mine detonated in the iconic Safina building near Sabri, 
killing one man and injuring a second.  The men are thought to have been searching the building, which was 
largely destroyed in clashes in April. 

 Arson - Sep 17, Al-Wahat Province, Ajdabiya:  A house, belonging to a former mayor of Ajdabiya, Salam 
Jadran, was burned.  

 Armed Clashes - Sep 18, Derna Province, Daher al-Hamer:  LNA fighters clashed with MSCD.  Two LNA 
fighters were injured. 

 HG - Sep 18, Benghazi Province, Boatni:  A hand grenade was thrown at an LNA special forces compound.  
No casualties were reported. 

 Accident - Sep 20, Benghazi Province, Benina Airport:  A Libyan Airlines plane was forced to make an 
emergency landing at Benina Airport in Benghazi.  The plane cockpit window developed a crack as the plane 
was en route from Tripoli to Tobruk.   

 Mine Strike - Sep 20, Benghazi Province, Sabri:  Three civilians were killed when a landmine detonated in 
Sabri District. 

Fezzan 
 
Significant activity 
 Crime - Sep 13, Sabha Province, Sabha:  Unknown assailants have stolen generators from a sewage water 

treatment station in Sabha. 

 



Middle East Institute 1319 18th St. NW
Washington, DC 20036

(202) 785-1141 www.mei.edu

Libya occupies a sensitive position for the security of Arab and European neighbors, including many 
U.S. allies, and in managing the region’s destabilizing migration flows. The country’s fractious politics 
and armed insurgencies are depriving Libyans of security, basic services, and economic stability, and 
leave the country vulnerable to jihadi terrorism. The United Nations has proposed a road map for 
rethinking the embattled government of national accord and drawing Libya’s rival parliaments and 
regions to find a consensus path forward.

Middle East Institute
E V E N T  A N N O U N C E M E N T

What Path Forward for Libya?

Thursday, October 5, 2017
1:30pm - 4:30pm
Register Online

The National Press Club
529 14th Street NW
Washington, DC 20045

A half-day conference with leading policymakers and experts

The Middle East Institute (MEI) is pleased to present a two-panel symposium that will examine 
opportunities for the United States and international community to advance Libya’s security and 
mobilize to meet the humanitarian challenges.

Panel 1 : How Can the International Community Promote Libya’s Stability 
and Security?

Panel 2 : Improving Humanitarian Relief and Advancing Development

With the generous support of:
For more information, contact 

Kevin Cowl, Vice President for Development,
at 202.785.1141 x213 or kcowl@mei.edu.



 

1 

 

A Middle East Institute Conference 

 

What Path Forward for Libya? 
The National Press Club, Thursday, October 5, 2017 

 
 

1:00PM-1:30PM | Arrival and Registration 
 

1:30PM- 1:35PM | Welcome & Introduction of Program  
Paul Salem 

Vice President, Policy Analysis, Research, and Programs, The Middle East Institute 

 

1:35PM-2:50PM | Panel 1 - How Can the International Community Promote Libya’s Stability and 

Security?  

H.E. Wafa Bughaighis  
Chargé d’Affaires a.i., Embassy of Libya to the United States 

Nigel Lea  
Regional Director for Libya, GardaWorld Federal Services, Inc.  

Frederic Wehrey  
Senior Fellow, Middle East Program, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 

Jonathan Winer 
Middle East Institute Scholar; Former U.S. Special Envoy for Libya 
Moderator – TBC  

 

2:50PM- 3:10PM | Coffee Break 

 

3:10PM- 4:25PM | Panel 2 – Improving Humanitarian Relief and Advancing Development  

Tamim Baiou  

Libyan-American businessman and civil society activist 

Maria do Valle Ribeiro  

United Nations Deputy Special Representative, Humanitarian & Development Coordinator in Libya 

Jean-Louis Romanet Perroux (via Skype from Tunis) 
Research team leader, EU Delegation to Libya  

TBD Finance/Development Expert 

Request made to World Bank Middle East North Africa division 

James Bays, Moderator  
News Anchor, Al Jazeera English 

 

4:25PM | Summation and Closing Remarks 

Jonathan Winer 
Middle East Institute Scholar 

 

 

With generous support from: 
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ACRONYM LIST  
 

AQ - Al-Qaeda 

BAM – Al-Bunyan Al-Marsous (Misrata aligned) 

BDB – Benghazi Defense Brigade / Saraya Defend Benghazi (SDB) (Al-Qaeda-aligned – AAS and RSCB 

associated/umbrella group) 

CNI – Critical National Infrastructure   

GATMJB - Operations Room for the Liberation of the City Ajdabiya and Support for Benghazi Rebels 

GECOL – General Electricity Company of Libya 

GMMR – Great Man-made River 

GNA – Government of National Accord (UN backed) 

GNC – General National Congress  

HCN - Host Country National 

HoR – House of Representatives (Tobruk based) 

IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 

IED - Improvised Explosive Device 

IOC - International Oil Company 

IS - Islamic State  

LIFG – Libyan Islamic Fighting Group 

LNA – Libyan National Army 

LPA – Libyan Political Agreement 

LROR - Libyan Revolutionary Operations Room  

MoD - Ministry of Defense 

MoF - Ministry of Finance 

MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 

MoI - Ministry of Interior 

MoJ - Ministry of Justice 

MoO - Ministry of Oil 

MoT - Ministry of Transportation 

MSCD – Mujahideen Shura Council of Derna (AQ aligned) 

NFDK - No Further Details Known 

NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 

NOC – National Oil Company 

NSG – National Salvation Government (GNC) 

NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 

PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 

PC – Presidency Council (GNA) 

PG – Presidential Guard 

PFG- Petroleum Facilities Guard 

PSC - Private Security Company 

PSD - Private Security Detail 

RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 

RSCB - Revolutionary Shura Council of Benghazi 

RTA - Road Traffic Accident 

SDB – Saraya Defend Benghazi / Benghazi Defense Brigade (BDB) (Al-Qaeda-aligned – AAS and RSCB 

associated/umbrella group) 

TCN - Third Country National 

Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 

UXO - Unexploded Ordnance
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports.  The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.   
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services.  These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.   
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.   
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.   
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative libya.RAM@garda.com 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Libya contact: 
 
Nigel Lea  
Regional Director, Libya:  
nigel.lea@garda.com  
M: +44 (0)7880 382865 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.   
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.   
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
 
 

mailto:informationops@garda.com
mailto:libya.RAM@garda.com
mailto:nigel.lea@garda.com
mailto:gwinfo@garda.com
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